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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Prof. Matthew Hickey,

Handling Editor BMC Nephrology

Thank you for the reviewing of our manuscript intitled "On-line hemodiafiltration did not induce an overproduction of oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokines in intensive care unit-acute kidney injury" The manuscript has been revised according to your comments.
Indeed, a written informed consent was obtained from the patients. When the patient was not able to give consent, a written informed consent was obtained from its closest relative. A written confirmed consent was also obtained from the patient later on.

We have followed your recommendations and we are pleased to submit this revised manuscript.

I hope that this manuscript is now suitable for publication in "BMC Nephrology" and I would like to take this opportunity to thank the independent referees for all their comments and help in improving the quality of this article.

Sincerely yours

Prof. K. Klouche